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INTRODUCTION.
The Kansas Live Stock Registry Board in issuing this, its Second Annual Report, has included in this report only stallions
licensed from October 1, 1910, to October 1, 1911. The First Annual Report which was issued last year contains a list of all stallions licensed to October l, 1910, and anyone wishing a copy of that
report may secure the same free, postpaid, by addressing the Live
Stock Registry Board, Manhattan, Kan.
The law under which the Board is working was passed by the
Kansas legislature in 1909.
The attention of the Kansas stallion owners is especially directed to the following statements and provisions of this law:
1. No stallion can legally stand f o r public service in Kansas without a State license issued by the Live Stock Registry Board, and all ad
vertisements of every kind or nature must contain a correct copy of
this license (word for word) as provided by law. Section 4 reads
as follows: “Every bill, poster or advertisement issued by the owner of
any stallion enrolled under this act, or used by him for advertising such
stallion, shall contain a correct copy of its certificate of enrolment.”
The term “certificate of enrolment” means the license issued by
the Registry Board.
2. To procure a State license the owner must have the stallion examined f o r soundness b y an authorized veterinarian. If any owner
does not know who the authorized veterinarian for his district is,
he should write to the secretary of the Live Stock Registry
Board, Manhattan, Kan., for the information. After the stallion
has been examined for soundness, the owner must send to the Registry Board all pedigrees and other papers bearing upon the breeding of
the stallion in question, or a certified copy of the same, together with a
f e e of $2.00 f o r issuing the State license, as provided by law.
3. Section 6 reads as follows: ‘‘ The owner of any stallion standing f o r public service in this State shall post and keep affixed, during
the entire breeding season, copies of the license certificate of each stallion, issued under the provision of this act, in a conspicuous place upon
the main door leading into every stable or building where the said stallion stands f o r public service.”
It is very important that this section be strictly adhered to
that the mare owner may know what kind of a horse he is
patronizing, both as to breeding and condition of soundness,
4. Section 8 reads as follows: “Upon the transfer of the ownership of any stallion enrolled under the provisions of this act, the certificate of enrolment may be transferred by the Live Stock Registry Board
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upon submittal of satisfactory proof of such transfer and upon the payment of a f e e of fifty cents.”

Parties buying stallions that stood for public service in Kansas
last year should have such transfer of ownership recorded in the
books of the Registry Board as required by law.
When such transfer of ownership is made the new owner should send
to the Registry Board the old State license, and a new one will be issued
in the name of the new owner.
5. Section 10 reads as follows: “ A n y stallion standing for public
service that is not a pure-bred and registered horse must have conspicuously posted o n the door of the stall in which he is kept; and in black
type not less than one inch in height, a statement that such stallion is a
grade or a cross-bred, a s the case may be."
Owners of grade stallions should bear this in mind and act

accordingly.
6. Stallions that have once been examined and licensed do not have to
be re-examined and re-licensed again this year.
The spirit of the law is that every owner shall advertise his
stallion for exactly what it is. Stallion owners have had time to
familiarize themselves with the provisions of this law and are expected to comply with the same.

BENEFITS OF THE KANSAS STALLION LAW.
Everyone interested in horse breeding should be familiar with
the spirit, purpose and benefits of the Kansas stallion law.
What is the purpose of the law ?

The purpose of this law is that every owner who stands a stallion
for public service shall represent and advertise his stallion for exactly what he is, both as regards breeding and condition of soundness. Is not this a very valuable, fair and just provision which
furnishes and guarantees to the patron the actual facts concerning the stallions he may wish to patronize?
Who is benefited by the provisions of this law, and is it accomplishing
the purpose for which it was passed?
The stallion owner, the mare owner, and the horse breeding
interests in general are all benefited by it. Before the passage
of this law, Kansas was a dumping ground for unsound stallions
which were being barred from public service in other states and
also for a host of stallions with fraudulent and worthless pedigrees.
The stallion law provides that every stallion standing for public
service must be licensed by the State Live Stock Registry Board,

,
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and before a license is issued the pedigree or other papers relating to the breeding of such stallion, or a certified copy of these
papers, must be sent to the Live Stock Registry Board for inspection. The reason for requiring owners to send these papers to
the office of the Registry Board is to determine whether or not
the stallion in question is recorded in a reputable and recognized
registry association, and in case the stallion is registered in such
an association, to ascertain whether or not the registry certificate
(pedigree) has been changed, and to see that it corresponds with
the records of the stud books in which the stallion in question is
claimed to be recorded.
There are a number of fake registry associations which are
registering almost any kind of a stallion, paying little or no attention to its breeding. One of these associations is very particular
that each applicant “be sure to mention the breed the horse most
resembles.” The men who are issuing these worthless pedigrees
are in the business only for the money there is in it and are grafters of the worst class. These men issue large, imposing, socalled registry certificates profusely decorated with pictures,
mottoes, seals, etc., but if one will read carefully one of these fake
pedigrees he will discover that about all that has been certified is
that the animal in question is a horse and not some other kind of
an animal. These pedigrees are not worth the paper they are
written upon. In some cases the breeding is entirely unknown,
in others the animals recorded are simply grades having but one
or two top crosses-horses that may be fairly good looking individuals when loaded with fat, but which can never be a success as
sires because they lack that intensified inheritance of characters
which enables the pure-bred to stamp his characters upon his offspring.
Before the passage of this law, the average Kansas stallion purchaser had no means of protecting himself against unscrupulous
dealers who were flooding the State with stallions with fake pedigrees. Hundreds of horses having these worthless pedigrees have
been sold to Kansas men for long prices, one company paying
$4200 for a stallion whose pedigree has since proved to be an absolute forgery from beginning to end.
Many pedigrees have been sent to this office that were recorded
in reputable and recognized associations, but, upon comparing the
same with the records of the stud books in which their pedigrees
were recorded, it was found that the registry certificate had been
tampered with-either the date of foaling or color, and in some instances both, had been changed. I t usually developed that the
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stallion for which these registry certificates were originally issued had died and other stallions, usually grades, had been substituted in their places, necessitating a change of description and
age in the pedigree to agree with the age and description of the
horse substituted.
Both the man who bought such a stallion and the mare owner
who patronized it were done a great injustice and a positive injury.
The purchaser usually paid the price of a pure-bred, properly
registered animal and was generally sincere in advertising his
stallion as such, and the men who patronized this horse thought
they were breeding to a pure-bred animal, so both were grossly
deceived.
Under the present law the man who wishes to purchase a stallion has a means of protecting himself. He may purchase his
stallion subject .to inspection and approval by the Live Stock
Registry Board as regards both soundness and breeding. Many
Kansas men who are purchasing stallions these days are taking
advantage of this opportunity to protect themselves in making
purchases, and most of the Kansas stallion breeders are voluntarily furnishing inspection reports and licenses when offering
stallions for sale.
The mare owner who patronized stallions having fraudulent
pedigrees paid the service fee of a pure-bred horse and expected
to grade up and improve his horses, but in practically every case
he was disappointed with the results of his efforts, getting only a
common, ordinary lot of colts. These experiences are practical
and forcible illustrations of the fact that no marked improvement
can result in the general average of our horses except by the use
of good, sound, pure-bred sires.
The mare owners of Kansas are receiving a benefit of inestimable value from the provisions of the stallion law in their work of
grading up the average of the horses of the State. The great majority of our horses are raised by busy farmers, each owning but
a few mares. They realize and appreciate the importance of
soundness in breeding animals, but they do not pretend to be experts in detecting unsoundnesses; neither do they claim to be pedigree experts, and had they the time and the inclination to investigate the authenticity of the pedigrees of the stallions standing for
public service in their communities, they do not have the facilities
for such work, since it would require complete sets of the studbooks of the various recognized and reputable registry associations as well as a thorough understanding of the herd book methods
of both American and foreign associations and an endless amount
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of time and work in doubtful cases. The mare owner, realizing that
he needed assistance and protection in these matters, appealed to
the Kansas legislature for aid. The legislature, recognizing the
necessity and importance of State inspection of the stallions standing for public service, responded by passing the Kansas stallion
law, the provisions of which make it possible for the mare owner
to know exactly the condition of soundness and the breeding of
any and every stallion standing for public service in his community.
Previous to the passage of this law hundreds of grade and mongrel stallions were represented and advertised as pure-bred and
registered stallions. These advertisements, reinforced by the
persuasive and convincing arguments of unscrupulous owners
and smooth-tongued grooms, have done a great injury to the horse
breeding interests of our State. Since the stallion law has gone
into effect these stallions now have to stand under their true colors. One instance will be mentioned to show how this works out
in actual practice. The writer, having occasion to stop at a certain
town, stepped into a breeding barn. There it was found that a
horse was advertised as a registered standard-bred stallion. The
patrons of this horse accepted the statements of the owner in good
faith and thought they were really breeding to a standard-bred
horse. When the owner was compelled to comply with the stallion
law, he admitted that the so-called registered standard-bred stallion was out of a range mare and that the sire was unknown. This
stallion is now known and advertised under his true colors.
The stallion law provides a means of furnishing the mare owner
verified information concerning the soundness and breeding of
each stallion of his community. Just how may the mare owner
obtain this information? The law requires that a copy of the State
license which contains this information shall be kept posted in a conspicuous place upon the door of the stall where such stallion is kept.
In the case of grade stallions the words “grade stallion” in letters
not less than one inch in height must be posted upon the door
where such grade stallion is kept. Further, every bill, poster, or
other advertisement must contain a correct copy of the stallion’s
State license. This provision has been misinterpreted by some
stallion owners and newspaper men who, instead of incorporating
a complete and correct copy of the State license in their advertisements, have included only “examined and passed by the Registry
Board,” or similar statements. This is incorrect. The Kansas
stallion law bars n o horse from public service, but requires that he
stand for what he really is, hence the absolute necessity of including a correct copy of the State license, word for word, in every advertisement.
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In case the stallion owner has not complied with the provisions
in regard to posting his license and advertising his stallion, the
mare owner should demand that the stallion owner produce his
State license and satisfy himself as to the breeding and soundness
of the stallion he may wish to patronize. Mare owners should
notify the Registry Board of all violations of this law.
Besides the specific benefits mentioned, the horse breeding interests in general are being greatly benefited by this law. The
publicity which this law gives to matters has aroused a keener interest in horse breeding. Both stallion owners and mare owners
are giving more careful thought and consideration to these problems, thus a higher ideal is being created and horsemen are beginning to appreciate and demand a better class of breeding animals. There is also now a keener rivalry among stallion owners
to own better stallions, and this is an influence which will play no
small part in raising the general average of our Kansas horses.
The publishing of the facts regarding all stallions standing for
public service has caused many an owner to dispose of an unsound
or inferior stallion and invest in a good, sound, pure-bred stallion.
With such excellent results as have accrued from the operation
of the law in the short time it has been in operation, the horse
breeding interests of Kansas may be assured that they will receive
benefits of inestimable value from its operation in the future.
These results leave no room to question or doubt the necessity or
value of such a law.
FRAUDULENT PEDIGREES.
The stallion law requires owners who apply for stallion licenses
to send to the office of the Registry Board either the original registry certificate or a certified copy of the registry certificate of
the stallions for which they seek State licenses. Some owners
have thought it unnecessary to send either the original registry
certificate or a certified copy of the same, and have sent only the
name of the association in which their horse is recorded and his
registration number, but that is not sufficient. The reason for
having these registry certificates sent to this office is for the purpose of having them inspected to see that they are correct; to see
that they have not been tampered with, and that they correspond
with the records of the stud book in which they are recorded.
Many of the registry certificates received at this office have been
issued by non-recognized registry associations and are absolutely
worthless. Others issued by reputable and recognized registry
associations have since been changed in many ways. These, too,
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are worthless. The most frequent changes are made in the color
of the stallion and the date of its foaling, changing them to correspond with the age and color of the horse substituted for the one
for which the pedigree was originally issued.
The following cuts are illustrations of a few of the many worthless pedigrees that have come to our notice. Explanations are
given as to why they are worthless.
CUT OF LEDUC.

This is a photograph of a pedigree issued by a recognized and
reputable association, and at first glance it is apparently correct,
but upon closer examination one sees that the date of foaling and
date of registration both have been tampered with. Upon checking this registry certificate with the records of the stud book in
which this pedigree is recorded, it was found that the correct date
of foaling for the original and real stallion Leduc 23313 was 1898
instead of 1902, and that the registry certificate was dated 1899
instead of 1904. Upon investigation it was found that a nine-yearold grade stallion was substituted for the original pure-bred thirteen-year-old Leduc and sold to an unsuspecting honest Kansas
farmer as the original pure-bred Percheron stallion Leduc 23313.
CUT OF COLBERT.

Cut No. 2 shows the date of foaling changed on the French registry certificate from 1898 to 1899. This is a crude piece of work
and can readily be detected.
CUT OF MARQUIS DE WIERRE.

Cut No. 3 represents a Thompson high number. Thompson
high numbers were discussed in Report No. 1, but the remark
will bear repeating that Thompson high numbers are registry
certificates bearing numbers above 35912 issued by Mr. Thompson
after May 9, 1904, without authority. In this case an imported
Boulonnais stallion-Marquis De Wierre 6159 B-was recorded as
a Percheron.
CUT OF HILBERT.

Cut No. 4 is an illustration of a case in which the age of the
stallion has been changed from 1907 to 1905 and an older horse
substituted for the horse for which this pedigree was originally
issued. When this registry certificate was presented to the Board
it was rejected and a grade license issued for the horse it was
supposed to represent. The owner of the stallion had no idea
that there was anything wrong with the pedigree of his stallion
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until it was returned to him by the Registry Board accompanied
by a grade license. He was very indignant and had a right to be
after finding that the pedigree of this high-priced horse was absolutely worthless. The final outcome of the matter was that the
man from whom the horse was purchased “was convicted of
knowingly and wilfully giving a false pedigree.” The owner and
patrons of this stallion would probably never have discovered that
they were being deceived had it not been for the inspection of this
pedigree by the Registry Board.
Another interesting feature about this registry certificate is
that the association by which it was issued is not recognized by
State registry boards because it is an association which accepts
for registration mares and produce of mares having three top
crosses.
CUT OF BLACK DICK.

Cut No. 5 is an interesting illustration. A study of this case
shows very plainly the worthlessness of the registry certificate
issued by this association. The writer is personally familiar with
the horses appearing in this pedigree and knows the breeding of
each. In the first place the stallion Black Dick is sired by the
grade stallion Prince de Ige II and out of the grade mare Queen.
This so- called certificate of registration “certifies that Black Dick
has been duly recorded as standard under rules 1, 2, 3, 9, 11.”
Rule 1 reads: “Every animal recorded in the American draft
horse register or stud book is subjected to a rigid score card examination. If the horse fails to score eighty points on a standard
adopted by the American Horse Registry Association, it is rejected.” Who may do this scoring? The owner seeking to have
his horse recorded in this association may do his own scoring.
Can anyone imagine an owner scoring his horse below eighty
points under such conditions?
Rules 2, 3, 9 refer to weight, height, etc. Not a word is mentioned in regard to breeding.
Rule 11: “Any mare that has produced a colt which is up to
standard and quality for an American Standard Draft horse.”
As this entry requirement is for mares only, we can hardly see
how it could be applied as an entry requirement for the stallion
Black Dick.
These requirements show the absolute worthlessness of these
registry certificates. It will be noticed that purity of breeding is
not made the basis of a single registration requirement under
which the stallion Black Dick was recorded. In fact, no reference
whatever is made to purity of breeding, for this association does
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not base its requirements upon purity of breeding. Practically
all of the stallions recorded in this association that have come t o
the notice of the Kansas Live Stock Registry Board are simply
scrubs and grades.
Another interesting case is one in which this same company,
American Draft Horse Registry Association, issued a so-called
registry certificate for a grade horse. This horse was sired by a
Percheron, was bay in color, and carried quite a bit of hair on his
legs. He was sold to an honest, unsuspecting Kansas farmer as a
pure-bred Shire for $1800. The farmer had no idea he had purchased a grade Percheron until he applied for a State license.
Nearly a hundred grade stallions recorded in this association, the
American Draft Horse Association, have been sold to Kansas men
as pure-bred horses. These men, not being familiar with the
methods of the various registry associations, have supposed they
were getting pure-bred stallions and have paid long prices for these
grade stallions whose pedigrees are absolutely worthless.
CUT OF URIEL.
Cut No. 5 is a reproduction of what was claimed to be the
French pedigree of an imported French Coach stallion. This pedigree was accepted as genuine by one of the recognized French
Coach registry associations, and an American registry certificate
was issued, but the Kansas Registry Board, noting the apparent
irregularities in the French certificate, was not satisfied and sent
a photograph of the same to the French authorities, who, after
careful inspection, rendered the following opinion:
Sir:

Paris, France.

I have the honor to return to you herewith the photograph of
the certificate of pedigree of the horse “Uriel” which you sent
me July last. This document was submitted to the examination
of expert service and here is the report that was made on the subject:
1. The form is an old one which was no longer in use at the
stallion registry office of Saint L o in 1897.
2. The signature of the chief of the station and also that of
the director seem to be imitations.
3. The certificate of birth is dated September 5, 1899, whereas
regularly it should have been recorded in 1898.
4. The stub of the official certificate of service, Number 63, of
the stallion Norodum was compared with the photograph that you
sent and does not correspond to it at all.
5. The receipt stamp affixed to the card of service which should
be cancelled by the head of the station bears a different name as
well as the date of 1898 instead of 1897.
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Under these conditions I do not hesitate to declare that the
original of this document (photograph) is a forgery.
(Signed)
A. BRUNDAY,
Chief of the Technical Service,
For the Minister of Agriculture.
Here is a case where even a reputable registry association was
deceived and accepted as genuine a fraudulent foreign certificate.
If a reputable registry association can be deceived, how can the
average farmer or horseman be expected to detect these fraudulent pedigrees?
The foregoing illustrations show why it is necessary to send to
this office the registry certificate or a certified copy of the same
when applying for a stallion license.
The Registry Board has received applications for licenses for
two hundred and twenty-five stallions having fraudulent or fake
pedigrees. This gives some idea of the immensity of the graft
that has been perpetrated upon the Kansas farmers and horsemen
in the past. Since the enactment of the Kansas stallion law which
created the Live Stock Registry Board, whose duty it is to inspect
and pass upon the merits of the pedigrees of stallions standing for
public service, the prospective stallion purchaser has a means of
protecting himself against this form of graft, and the mare owner
-the patron-is no longer deceived by large, profusely decorated
but worthless pedigrees. He now has a means of knowing exactly the breeding of every stallion standing for public service in
his community.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FRENCH DRAFT AND PERCHERON HORSES.
A great many inquiries have been received at this office in regard
to the difference between a Percheron and a French Draft horse.
This is a question of great importance to draft horse breeders, as
so many people have evidently thought that the terms French Draft
and Percheron were synonymous.
In France are found several separate and distinct breeds of
heavy horses, the most important of which are:
1. Percheron.-This is a separate and distinct breed which has
been bred-pure for many generations in the district of La Perche.
I t is so well known that further description is unnecessary.
2. Boulonnais.--A breed found in the district of Boulogne near
the Belgian border. The individuals of this breed are very large
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and show a strong resemblance to the Belgian, except that they
are coarser and very frequently have short, steep croups.
3. Nivernais.-The draft breed of the district of Niverne, smaller
than either the Percheron or Boulonnais and usually black in color.
It has been a popular horse in France for light, rapid draft purposes.
4. Breton,-A breed similar to the Percheron except that it is
lacking in quality. This breed is most numerous in western
France.
Besides these there are a few other draft breeds in France of
minor importance, notably the Ardenais and the Picardy.
Previous to 1888 the only breeds of draft horses in France for
which separate stud books were published were Percheron, Boulonnais and Nivernais. About 1888 the Agricultural Society of
France, a private, not a government institution, published what
was known as “The Stud Book of the French Draft Horse.” This
stud book was a reproduction of the stud books of the Percheron,
Boulonnais and Nivernais breeds. It provided for the registration of all the other draft breeds of France and also cross-breds
of any of these draft breeds. Therefore, the “French Draft Stud
Book’’ of France in its beginning accepted for registration any and
all of the breeds of French draft horses and also the crosses of
any of these breeds. This society has since followed practically
the same policy.
In this country we have a stud book known as “The National
Registry of French Draft Horses,” published by the National
French Draft Horse Association. It accepts for registration horses
registered in the French Draft Stud Book of France; horses
whose sire and dam are recorded in the National Register of
French Draft Horses, and mares having four top crosses. Previous
to June 21, 1910, stallions having five top crosses were accepted.
So a French draft stallion may be: first, any one of the various
breeds of French draft horses (including the Percheron); second,
a cross of any two of these breeds; third, a five top cross, which
is in reality only a high grade.
On the other hand, only those stallions are recognized as a purebred Percheron by Percheron registry associations or state registry boards which have both sire and dam recorded as pure-bred
Percherons in a recognized and reputable registry association.
In other words, a Percheron is one whose ancestors for many
generations have been pure-bred Percherons. There has been no
crossing or mixing of breeds.
A great many French Draft stallions have been sold to Kansas
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horsemen as pure-bred Percherons, when, as a matter of fact, the
great majority of them were only five top cross stallions. This
does not mean that there are no good horses registered as French
Draft stallions, for some of them are very excellent individuals,
but it does mean that the horses in this stud book vary in type
and that they do not conform as closely to a fixed type as the
Percheron breed. Taken in the aggregate they will not, according to our recognized and accepted principles of breeding, prove
to be as prepotent as the Percheron.
In purchasing a Percheron stallion, one should be sure he gets
a Percheron, and in purchasing a French Draft, one should inspect
the pedigree carefully and satisfy himself whether or not he is
getting only a top cross stallion. Owners of French Draft stallions should remember that the law requires that such stallions
must be advertised as French Draft and not as Percherons.
THE TRUE STATUS OF THE NON-STANDARD STALLION.

Several “Non-Standard” stallions have been purchased by Kansas men who intended to stand them for public service. These
owners were very much disappointed when they received only
grade licenses for these stallions. A great many people seem to
have the idea that the only difference between a Standard stallion
and a Non-Standard stallion is simply that the Non-Standard stallion does not possess a certain required speed mark. For the
benefit of such, a few words of explanation of the Non-S tandard
horse and the Non-Standard Department of the American Trotting
Register is given at this time.
During the formative period of the American Trotter, as a breed,
there were many horses which because of their historic interest
and their approved merit, in a speed sense, required that a place
be provided for keeping a record of them, hence the establishment
of the Non Standard Department of the American Trotting Register which makes its first appearance in Vol. IV.
The men who were fostering, encouraging and protecting the
interests of the American Trotter were anxious that everyone interested in these matters should know exactly the purpose and
intent of the Non-Standard Department of the Trotting Register.
The status of the Non-Standard horse is given in Vol. V as follows:
"When the standard was adopted the necessity for a non-standard
department was generally conceded. The only condition necessary for admission has been that the animal should be ‘well related
to the standard trotting blood,’ which in its application has been
indefinite and not wholly satisfactory. In the next volume definite
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and fixed conditions will be observed from the start, and these
conditions will be a constant reminder of the advantage of getting
within the standard in all breeding operations."
These men further emphasized the positionof the Non-Standard
horse as a breeding animal in Vol. VI as follows: “A notable feature of the present volume is the falling off in the animals in the
Non-Standard Department. This, I take it, is an unmistakable
indication that popular intelligence is now demanding standardbred animals for breeding purposes. I t is only a question of a
little time when there will be no Non-Standard Department.”
The Non-Standard Department has not been discontinued, still
the above quotations show that the American Trotting Register
Association is anxious to have the true standing of the NonStandard horse definitely understood. To bring this matter down
to date, the following letter from the American Trotting Register
Association explains the situation quite clearly:
Chicago, Ill., July 29, 1911.
To the Kansas Live Stock Registry Board,
Manhattan, Kan.
Gentlemen:

Replying to your letter of inquiry regarding the Non-Standard
horse, will say that our understanding of the various stallion laws
is that the Non-Standard horse comes under the head of grade, so
that your course in issuing grade licenses for Non-Standard stallions is all right.
Yours respectfully,
AMERICAN TROTTING REGISTER ASSOCIATION.
There are only two rules under which a trotting stallion can be
recorded as Standard and recognized as a “pure-bred” in the
.general sense of the term. “(1) The progeny of a registered
Standard trotting horse and a registered Standard trotting mare.
(2) A stallion sired by a registered Standard trotting horse, provided his dam and grandam were sired by a registered Standard
trotting horse, and he himself has a trotting record of 2:30 and is
the sire of three trotters with records of 2:30 from different mares.”
The requirements for a pacing stallion are practically the same
except that in each case a mark of 2:25 is required instead of 2:30.
It is very plain that no stallion can be recorded on performance
alone. In the case of stallions being recorded under Rule 2, besides being a standard performer, he must be well bred and must
also show that he is able to reproduce his qualities.
The question of difference between a Standard and aNon-Standard stallion is not a question of performance but it is a question of
breeding. So in either purchasing or breeding to a stallion registered as Non-Standard one should bear in mind the fact that the
Non-Standard horse is only a grade.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG DRAFTER.
J.C. Robison, Towanda, Kan.

The first essential in the development of a good draft colt is the
sire and dam, which should be of good breeding and free from any
hereditary blemishes that might be transmitted to their offspring;
they should be good specimens of their breed and no colt should
be kept from them for breeding purposes that does not combine
the good qualities of both the sire and dam, even though he be
ever so perfect otherwise.
The colt should run with the dam for at least five months, six is
better. It should have grain daily, beginning as soon as it will
eat. If the dam is worked, the foal never should be allowed to
follow in the field or on the road. The colt should be broken to the
halter when as young as possible, as the work is then easily done
and never will be forgotten by the colt.
During the time the colt is sucking the dam should be fed a
liberal supply of milk-producing food, such as bran and oats, together with a small amount of corn-chop; plenty of alfalfa, clover
or timothy hay, with access to good pasture. I believe the colt
will gain faster if the mare is worked and fed liberally and the
colt kept in the stable with grain in its feed box than if allowed
to run in the pasture with the dam and she not worked. Both the
colt and dam should have a good supply of cool water and the dam
should never be let to the colt when she is very warm.
When the colt is old enough to wean, if the best results are obtained, plenty of good feed should be given it at this time, and he
would hardly know “when and how it all happened.” Colts
should, by all means, have plenty of good shelter, and if wintered
in large numbers, must not be too crowded, as the younger ones
will not get their share of the feed and of course will always be
the runts of the bunch.
After the colts are past twelve or fifteen months of age, the stallion colts should be separated from the bunch and put on separate
pasture. They will do much better if separated early and can be
run together on pasture until two years old and indeed until they
are nearly three, and will not fight nearly as much as a bunch of
mares. Good draft colts should weigh at twelve months old nearly
one thousand pounds; at twenty-four months they should tip the
beam at close to fourteen or sixteen hundred pounds, and at three
years old should be almost mature, and, if well grown, weigh
around seventeen hundred or two thousand pounds. The stallion
colts usually develop a little heavier than the mares. The mares
should begin light work after they reach the age of about two
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years and should be bred at about two and one half years of age,
if they are to be kept for brood mares. My experience is that a
mare that produces a colt the year she is three is always the surest
and best brood mare we have.
The stallion colts at thirty months old will do light service in the
stud, possibly breeding ten or twelve mares, used at the rate of
two or three mares per week.
The small farmer is the one to raise the good colt, the large
breeder being handicapped by having to keep too many together
and thus getting more of them blemished. The small farmer will
have work for all his mares and in that way is much surer of getting them all in foal. Many a small farmer who has four to six
good, registered mares, and looks after them carefully, gets more
returns from them than from his entire farm.
WORKING THE DRAFT STALLION.
J. G. Arbuthnot, Cuba. Kan.

There is no good reason why a draft stallion should not work,
and there are a good many reasons why he should work. Any
man who is a horseman in the true sense of the word can work
one or even two stallions. I have two Percheron stallions that
have worked together this summer and neither one was broken to
harness until last spring. We hitched them together when one
had been worked three times and the other about five or six times.
After they had been worked together a few times one man handled
them alone. We kept a jockey stick on them when hitched and
taught them that when they had the harness and blind bridles on
there was no fooling. Many a time we unhitched from the manure
spreader and took them into the barn, unharnessed them, and
changed their bridles to try mares and then put them right back
into the harness.
My stallion team was the talk of the country this summer.
Driving a pair of stallions in a good set of harness through town is
the best advertising they can get. Any horseman admires a stallion that is well broken to harness and everybody notices the driver
who has sense enough to drive two stallions together.
Work is the only proof of the strength and staying qualities of
a work horse. I have known draft stallions to do a good business
when they were so unsound that if castrated and tried out, a horse
buyer would not make a bid on them. As stallions they could fool
a good many people.
The American Trotter has won the admiration of the world on
account of his speed and endurance as exhibited in many hard-2
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fought battles on the track. Such endurance and speed would not
have been possible except for the stamina begotten by ancestors
who stood on the merits of their records and the records of their
ancestors. In fact, the achievements of the American trotter and
pacer are simply “the survival of the fittest,” while the achievements of the American drafter are too often the survival of the
fattest. An animal kept in idleness cannot be expected to possess
any great amount of strength and endurance, and one of the strongest laws of breeding is “like begets like.” A horse cannot transmit good qualities which he does not himself possess. In fact, not
all horses can beget with any certainty the good qualities which
they do possess.
If the only use of the draft horse was the butcher’s block, the
same as the fat steer and the fat hog, then no work would be necessary to produce the greatest amount of soft, fat flesh, but when
we consider the heavy loads that are to be drawn by the offspring
of our draft stallions we should choose a stallion that has size
combined with action, strength, and endurance. There is no way
to tell whether a horse possesses these qualities except by putting
him to the actual test.
Live-stock shows are full of other demonstration tests, such as
butcher tests, or block tests for the beef breeds, milk tests for
dairy breeds, etc.; race horses get their tests on the track, but
who ever heard of a fair or stock show offering premiums for tests
of draft stallions at actual work. They offer premiums for mares
and geldings hitched in pairs, fours and sixes, shown to an empty
wagon, but the ton stallion competes for his ribbons at the end of
a lead strap.
When the breeders of draft horses in America get to meeting
at the big fairs and competing for prizes offered for the pair of
registered draft stallions that can move the heaviest load or that
can haul a given number of tons a mile in the shortest time, then
the importer will have a hard time selling his bobtailed horses for
more money than the American breeder gets. But as long as the
American drafter is bred and raised in idleness there will be a good
business in bringing breeding stock from foreign countries where
both stallions and mares are worked in harness.
In the fall of 1902 I bought a jack in Missouri and the following
year I drove him to a buggy, hitched with a stallion, about thirty-five miles every week. He finished the season far better than he
began it, and out of the first crop of mules I showed a pair of
three-year-olds at the American Royal and won second on threeyear-old pair. This jack never wore harness after that year and
never reproduced a like crop of mules.
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I never saw a collar and hames that would fit a draft stallion
properly, but they work nicely in a good, heavy breast collar. A
pitchfork handle makes a good jockey stick, and in working one
stallion, fasten the jockey stick to the top of the other horse's
hame. I learned this by experience. I hitched a stallion with a
mule and fastened the stick to the breast strap ring on the mule.
The stallion reared up on the mule and the stick would not let him
get back. If he tries it with a good long stick fastened to the top
of the hame, when he rears the stick pushes him out so far from
the other horse that he does not try it very often.

HEAVY HORSES AND FARM WORK.
R . G. McKinnie, Glen Elder, Kan.

There are a great many who farm more acres and a great many
who farm fewer than I do, but with the exception of the large
ranches where extensive breeding operations are being carried on
as well as large farming operations, the kind and the variety of
work performed on my 320-acre farm are about the same as those
on the average stock and grain farm. The routine of work that
the horses on this farm have gone through in a year includes about
everything that could be found on a Kansas stock and grain farm.
Several years ago I began farming operations for myself with a
mixed lot of work animals, which included mules, drivers, and some
rather light draft and a few heavier horses, these latter being
mostly geldings weighing from 1600 to 1750 pounds.
As the farm work had to be done by myself and hired help, it
soon became evident that everything on the driving order failed to
fill the bill. In the first place, this kind of horse was generally too
spirited to be handled, without being ruined, by any but the most
trustworthy men. In the second place, too many horses of this
kind were required to pull the present-day machinery used. One
could not care for so many horses and get ready in time to do a
day's work in the field. In the third place, either the hired help
or I had this kind of horse on the road too much after a day's work,
for the good of the horse, the help, or myself.
I soon found that it was no easy matter to replace, with desirable young horses, the ones sold. I therefore concluded to raise
my own work stock, especially as it seemed the time had again arrived when any surplus, if of the right kind, would find a welcome
market.
It was the heavy stuff, other things being equal, that the market
demanded, so the question arose, could the farm work be done as
profitably with the heavy mares as with lighter draft mares, or
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would the lighter mares earn more than enough to pay the difference in market value between their colts and the colts from the
heavy mares? I believed that all the necessary farm work could
be done as well with heavy mares each of which could raise a colt
that would bring a higher price. Several years’ experience has
shown that my reasoning was sound. It would be a serious mistake to go back from heavy mares to lighter ones for my own work.
My mares, with one or two exceptions, range from two-yearolds, weighing from 1450 pounds to 1600 pounds, to aged mares,
weighing from 1800 pounds to nearly a ton. While raising colts.
the mares have done all the farm work.
There are a good many reasons why heavy draft mares are t o
be preferred to lighter ones for general farm work, aside from the
fact that they produce foals that grow into larger horses and that
bring more money in the horse market. Owing to their weight,
three heavy horses will do the work of four lighter horses and do
it more easily. The lister can be run with three heavy horses,
while four lighter ones would be necessary for the same work;
three heavy horses will take the place of four lighter ones on a.
binder; one heavy horse can be used instead of two lighter ones
on the stacker; and two heavy horses will pull a six-foot mower
more easily than a lighter team will handle a five-foot cut. A pair
of good, heavy Percheron mares will swing along easily with the
biggest manure spreader if the ground is not so soft that the
wheels of the spreader slip. In the feed lot nothing has been
found so satisfactory as a pair of these big, docile, easy-moving,
almost human creatures. All this means economy in time, labor,
and equipment.
The hired man can get a three-horse team ready for work more
quickly, and handle it more easily in the field, than he can a fourhorse team. The saving of half a set of harness equipment is also
something nowadays.
The heavy mare is by her very nature docile and teachable,
steady and true, and will not subject her worker to the irritation
so frequently the case with the light, high-strung mare not of the
strictly draft breed. The heavy animal will, therefore, not be
abused by any man that has in him a spark of love for a horse.
One of the principal objections urged against this class of work
mares is that they are too slow, cannot be trotted out on the road,
or will not turn corners quickly enough. We all know the fable of
the hare and the tortoise, and which of them won, We do too much
rabbit farming in this State. You will be surprised, however, after
working heavy mares awhile, how much work they can turn out
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and how quickly they can move around if bred for action a s well as
for size, and if properly broken and handled, The big horse, if
properly bred and properly broken, will surprise you with his
long business stride. He does not lift his big feet so often as a
shorter, smaller horse, but he does not need to, for, a s a rule, one
of his steps equals about one and a half steps of some of t h e smaller
variety, and, if necessary, he can be put into a pretty comfortable
t r o t without any damage being done.
Another objection sometimes raised against the heavy brood
mare is that she will not stand the heat so well as a lighter one.
My experience is that this is largely a matter of care and proper
feeding. Of course, I would not be so foolish as to argue that any
mare can carry a colt, suckle a foal, and do as much work as a mule
or gelding. The worth of the colt will, however, more than recompense the owner for any difference between the two classes so far
as the value of the work performed is concerned. Moreover, if
during the summer's work a little extra care is taken, it is surprising what an amount of heat a heavy, sound mare can stand.
Take to the field a barrel of water for the horses as well as a jug
of water for yourself. If, after turning their heads to the wind,
you give them a drink every time you take one yourself or every
time you oil the machine, you will be surprised what an effect it
will have upon the team. I n addition to being kept fresher in the
field, the horses will not gorge themselves at the tank when they
come in, and will be in much better shape internally to handle
their feed. This is an old practice and is, of course, not original
with me. Plenty of good water never h u r t a horse if the water
was given frequently instead of waiting until the animal became
half exhausted from thirst. The time consumed in putting the
water upon the wagon in the morning and in giving it to the team
i n the field will not exceed half an hour a day. This will more than
be made up in the extra amount of work the team will perform
and t h e lessened number of calls for the veterinarian to treat colic
and kindred forms of indigestion.
Being of a quiet disposition, heavy brood mares a r e easily put
into shape for market whenever one is ready to cash them in.
They have an immense reserve power that is seldom entirely
called into use in doing the ordinary farm work, such as I have
described, and so their work is really little more than good exercise. This makes them susceptible to feed, and, when the cooler
fall weather comes, they can, on a surprisingly small amount of
grain, given regularly and in proper proportion, be readily fattened
for sale.
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Many farmers who refuse to attempt colt raising give as one of
their reasons the fact that they are dependent on hired help for
the greater part of their work. They say that the loss from the
abuse of their mares would be greater than their revenues from
colts. On exceptionally large farms and ranches where the sole
object is to do all the work possible and push everything and everybody to the limit, this argument may be well founded. But it is
not true at all on the diversified farms of from 80 to 640 acres,
My own experience has been that the better the horses and their
equipment, the better help have I been able to secure. In fact,
it is no unusual thing for a man who has worked for me to stop
and inquire particularly about every horse and colt on the place,
at intervals even to come back for the express purpose of seeing
the mares and colts. Several times when I have sold teams,
former help or the help then working for me would ask how I could
part with their favorite team or would express the wish that they
could have been the purchasers.
Put the matter right up to the hired man. Give him a big, goodlooking, well-matched team, equipped with the right kind of harness, well fitted; let him understand that he is assuming a responsibility, that, while you expect him to do a day’s work, you
will appreciate his care of the team. If he is made of the stuff
that good help is made of, your only worry need be that he will, if
such a thing be possible, take too good care of the horses.
Good teams and good equipments have an inestimable value for
a farmer and for the community in which he lives. If business
corporations that look at everything from the dollar standpoint
can afford to spend big money for good teams, not only for the work
the teams can do, but for the advertising value as well, why can’t
we who raise them afford to keep at least some of the best? And
it is really surprising how much interest your friends not directly
concerned about stock or farming will take in your horses if yon
try to have good ones. They will be elated at your success and
sympathize with you when you have failures. I have had more
heartfelt regrets expressed at the loss of a colt from a well-known
brood mare than at the loss of a whole crop of feed or grain.
I t would not be advisable, however, for anyone who has not had
considerable experience to plunge at once into the business of
using heavy mares for his farm work and of raising colts from
them. Start with one pair of heavy mares, preferably pure-breds;
work them a year and raise their colts. One will know by that
time how he likes them. If they are satisfactory, he can purchase
more of the same kind later. If he buy pure-breds, it will pay
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him well to see not only that he gets a pedigree with every horse,
but also that he gets a horse with every pedigree. A pile of
papers with poor horses is a sorry combination. Having purchased a good pair of mares, one should look well to the care of
them and their colts.
We farmers need to study the art of horse raising and horse
handling more thoroughly, to give more attention to the care and
comfort of the horse, to watch their feeding, and above all to keep
their quarters clean and sanitary. Helpful hints from farm and
stock journals, veterinary bulletins, agricultural bulletins, some
of the best of which come from our own College, some good books,
and the experience of neighbors-all these will be found useful.
The acquaintance of the local veterinarian should also be cultivated. He is usually a willing adviser.
THE FUTURE OF THE LIGHT HARNESS HORSE.
M. A. Smith, Cawker City, Kan.

When we stop to think that we have electricity to furnish motive
power for our street cars, steam to carry our mails, gasoline to do
our livery work and draft horses and mules to do the common
drudgery, the future of the “King of the Equine Race,” the light
harness horse, certainly looks rosy.
True it is, that in times past he has been called upon to perform
all of the above services, besides many others, and that he did his
part well is a matter of history, but, henceforth, he will be seen
only in the easier walks of life performing the more graceful
duties.
But, you say, “His occupation is gone, he is no longer needed,
therefore he becomes worthless and his production will cease because it is no longer profitable." The fact is, he has simply been
raised to a higher plane by the inventions of recent years, and individuals of his breed with extreme speed or show yard conformation and qualities were never in greater demand or commanded a
higher price.
The United States imports breeding stock of all kinds-draft
horses, running horses, cattle, sheep and hogs-except one, the
standard-bred trotter, and he is exported because he is known the
world over as the best light harness horse in existence. He goes
to France and outsells the automobile in its home country, and to
the draft horse breeding sections of Europe, bringing the price of
a shipload or more of these faithful slaves.
The multimillionaire class of our own country is coming back to
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the light harness horse for pleasure as fast as they can supply
themselves with animals of the required quality, for the reason
that a horse-drawn turnout has a certain individuality and “class”
that is hard to duplicate and cannot be approached, as regards
attractiveness, by a mere machine.
It seems that seasons like the present one, when drouth and
general business depression prevail, are conducive to the production of prophets, and whatever else they do, you may depend upon
it, they will take a slap at the trotter. This is well brought out in
the following from the pen of Caton Thomas:
‘‘THE END OF THE TROTTER.”

‘‘Over fifty years ago when agricultural societies began to offer prizes for
trotting bred show horses an alarmist predicted the end of the trotter.
When the bicycle appeared, a speed crank predicted the end of the trotter.
When hard times of the early nineties spread devastation abroad, the weak
hearted predicted the end of the trotter.
When the angel Gabriel blows his horn which will devastate our two-byfour sphere, some space-filler will hold onto his pencil long enough to predict the end of the trotter, but dollars to doughnuts winged descendants of
Hambletonian 10 will carry some of us to paradise.”

We are too close to the trotter to rightly appreciate him. The
old saying that “familiarity breeds contempt” would be applicable
here, but if we had to obtain him from across the water, the sentiment would be greatly changed. Moreover, this condition may
arise sometime in the future, for the Europeans, who are buying
only the best of our breeding stock, paying therefor more than
American breeders are willing to give, with their own superior
skill as breeders of purebred stock, may excel us in breeding our
native horse.
In the future, as in the past, the light harness horse probably
will have his “ups” and his “downs.” Let us hope he is on top
most of the time; for, whatever may be his fate, the fact remains
that he is very near to the hearts of all true Americans.

NAVEL ILL.
Dr. F. S. Schoenleber.

Navel ill is an infectious disease, and each infectious disease is
caused by a specific definite organism. The laws of reproduction,
growth and development of all living things are fixed by Nature.
These laws are practically the same in both plants and animals.
A pumpkin seed never develops into a watermelon. A kernel of
corn will produce corn only. A drove of hogs turned into a pasture and supplied with plenty of shelter and good feed and drink
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will never develop into a herd of cattle. The germ of distemper
cannot develop into the germ of glanders or into lockjaw, nor can
the bacillus of tuberculosis cause typhoid. Each living thing produces its own kind only.
A grain of wheat dropped into a suitable soil where there is
sufficient plant food, moisture, and warmth will in a certain
number of days begin to swell, to grow and will finally mature.
The result is the production of an increased number of grains similar to the one originally planted. This is performing its full mission for which it was intended by Nature. Some of these new
grains may be larger or stronger, others may be smaller and
weaker than the parent grain, depending much upon the ancestors
and the health and strength of the grain planted; the amount and
the kind of food available and the conditions of moisture and temperature during its period of growth and development. The
trained farmer or stock raiser has only to look at the growing
plants or animals to tell from what kind of seed they originated.
It is easy to realize these conditions and laws when they are applied to animals and plants which can be seen with the naked eye,
but it is much harder to realize when applied to bacterial life. In
these cases we do not see the cause, but see only the effect, but each
germ has a particular way in which it shows its presence. The
organism of diphtheria, for example, shows its presence by certain
symptoms and lesions in its development, and it always happens
that when certain conditions are found a microscopic examination
always reveals the cause-the specific organism. Each particular
germ carries with its development a certain set of symptoms, and
whenever those symptoms present themselves under certain conditions the conclusion is obvious-they are always caused by a certain germ. This is how we recognize the causes of certain diseased
conditions of animals or plants.
Practically all infectious diseases are caused by organisms of
some kind, and all diseases caused by such organisms are preventable. In order that an infectious disease may spread to other
animals, it is necessary for the organism which causes the disease
to gain entrance into the body of the other animal before that animal will contract that particular disease. The organism and the
animal must be brought together-keep them apart and the organism will eventually die-keep them apart and an infectious disease cannot spread. This is why State and Federal laws are enacted establishing quarantine to protect the healthy animals and
to control infectious diseases.
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Cause of the Disease.-In the disease we commonly call navel ill,
the organisms usually enter the animal through the navel. It is a
noticeable fact that where mares are kept in the open pasture or
in new enclosures the disease is rarely found-the germ and the
colt do not get together. On the other hand, the trouble is most
prevalent in old breeding establishments where the germs live
from year to year in the breeding pens and stalls ; especially do
they thrive in damp places. These facts should of themselves
suggest the rational methods of handling this particular trouble.
Some of the Symptoms.-The foal is noticed to be dull and probably lifeless or indifferent to nourishment and probably appears
to have some fever. The temperature will be found to be above
normal, while the hair is rough and harsh looking. Chills are
sometimes noticed.
Many cases show a lameness in one or more limbs which may
shift from one limb to another, reminding one of a case of rheumatism. One of the most common symptoms can be best described by the expression the veterinarian usually hears in these
cases, “the mare must have stepped on it.” Most often the hock
of one leg is affected, but any other joint may be involved. As the
disease progresses swelling and heat can be noticed in the affected
joint, and this swelling gives it a “boggy,” soft feel.
Usually these swollen joints burst and discharge a yellowish,
thick, greasy fluid, which dries and crusts on the hair, while the
wound refuses to heal. The young animal continues to get weaker
and finally is unable to get on his feet. He may last several months
in this condition or he may die quickly.
Many cases show only slight swelling about the navel with some
yellowish pus accumulation. Other cases resemble strangles or
distemper. The bowels may show constipation and very light,
yellow pasty discharges in some cases, in others diarrhea is noticed
at the beginning.
Post Mortem Appearances.-Careful examination of the carcass
after death reveals the navel swollen and jelly-like in consistency,
while the blood vessels leading from it are corded and inflamed,
often containing clotted and partially decomposed blood and sometimes pus. Intestines contain clumps of hard, pasty faeces and
the peritoneum or inner lining of the abdomen is often somewhat
inflamed. There may be abscesses in different parts of the body,
particularly in joints.
Sometimes the urachus is open and urine discharges from the
navel in a small stream or by drops, which keeps the under part of
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the belly moist. This, in itself, is not likely to cause the death of
the foal, as it often subsides if left alone. It may be closed by
blisters or it may be necessary to close it with sutures. This condition should not be neglected, as navel infection might occur.
Keep an antiseptic on the parts, and if it does not close in a few
days, get a veterinarian to see what is necessary to do to close it.
Treatment.--For the average stock owner, prevention is worth
far more than attempts at cure because of the ease of preventing
its occurrence. Since it is known to be due to infection and that
the infection probably enters at the navel, efforts to prevent the
trouble should be directed here. Keep the germs and the colt apart.
Means of Control and Treatment.--Premises once infected should
be considered dangerous until thoroughly disinfected, which may
be done as follows: A few days before the mare is ready to foal,
remove her from the usual stall to a foaling place from which all
litter has been removed and burned, and the ground and walls
thoroughly sprayed with a 5 per cent solution of coal tar dip in
water, or a one to five hundred solution of bichloride of mercury
and water, thickly applied with a spray pump. Let this dry a few
hours and cover the floor well with a layer of clean, bright straw.
Wash the mare's tail and surrounding parts with the same antiseptic solution as used on the floor and walls diluted about one
half the above strength. Leave the mare alone with good, moderately laxative food and clean water in abundance and wait with
patience, not too much inquisitiveness. As soon after foaling as
possible, take a cord which has been soaked in tincture of iodine
and tie around the navel cord, about an inch from the body, and
paint thoroughly over this cord with tincture of iodine. If the
cord is visibly soiled, it would be best to wash it off with a good
antiseptic before applying the iodine and to apply the iodine several times at intervals of twelve hours.
Treatment after infection has progressed till joints are swollen
is rarely satisfactory. Some cases respond well to careful iodine
application to the navel and affected joints, with potassium iodide
and liver stimulants internally, but the best satisfaction is now obtained by using the Bacterin treatment, vaccinating the colt against
this trouble with the product of these germs themselves produced
in the laboratory. This treatment, however, is somewhat complicated, and is as yet only satisfactory in the hands of experienced
veterinarians. Prevention is so easy and so certain that the stock
raiser should devote his energy toward preventing the troublekeep the germs and the colt apart.
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HORSE BREEDING IN WESTERN KANSAS.
H. T.Hineman, Dighton, Kan.

The question is often asked, “Why has western Kansas a better
average class of horses than farther east?” One reason is that it
is a natural horse country and through the season of low prices
the western man kept his best mares and bred them to the best
sires obtainable, and as a rule to a registered horse of the same
breed.
As the western Kansas breeder bought horses to head his own
stud, he was more exacting than the man who bought with only a
service fee in view. The best fillies are saved, the inferior either
sold or bred to jacks; the geldings are all sold at marketable age,
which is from four to six years old. They are sold to dealers who
classify them and fit them for the various markets.
This gives us at the present time a brood mare averaging in size
from 1200 to 1500 pounds. These mares bred to registered
horses of the same breed produce colts that will bring from $60 to
$100 each at present prices. Colts as a rule are foaled in April
and May. If the farmer has young geldings or dry mares sufficient to do his farm work, the colts and dams are allowed to run in
the pasture together until fall, when the colts are taken from the
mothers and put on good feed or wheat pasture. They should
have oats, corn, and alfalfa to get the best results. As our climate is warm and blessed with plenty of sunshine, horses live out
doors most of the time, and our colts being foaled out in the pasture, we are not troubled with the dreaded navel disease that takes
so many young colts farther east. Horses raised this way are
practically free from unsoundnesses except barbed wire cuts. A
blind horse is practically unknown.
A man in western Kansas can make no better investment than
a few good brood mares, if pure-bred so much the better, and the
better they are the more profitable they will prove to be. Do the
farm work with the brood mares and raise all the colts possible.
I t is all the better to work the mare up to the very day of foaling,
much better than to stop work, as she is not liable to get sufficient
exercise if taken from the team.
When the colt is foaled have the mare in an open pasture unless the weather is stormy, and if it is the first colt in the spring,
have the mare by herself, as all the horses want to take a good look
at the first colt and may fight and kill or cripple the little fellow.
After they all get accustomed to a young colt there is no danger.
If the weather is stormy, put the mare in a good, roomy box stall,
well bedded, and keep watch over her, as there is more danger than
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when foaled out in the open pasture. Keep the navel of the colt
well greased with carbolated vaseline for a few days to prevent
navel disease. When the colt is two weeks old, the mare may be
put to light, slow work. Leave the colt in the barn in a box stall,
take the mother to the colt the middle of the forenoon and the
afternoon to nurse.
As soon as the colt will eat grain, put plenty of oats and bran in
the feed box when you take the mare out and in a short time you
will be surprised at the amount it will eat. If the mare has to be
away longer than the usual feeding time, halter the youngster and
tie it by the side of its mother and take it along. This way three
mares will do as much work and raise three good colts as two dry
mares that raise no colts, and the colts will be worth more than
colts whose mothers did no work but run out on pasture. When
breaking a colt to eat grain it is easy to break them to the halter,
and they soon become gentle and easily handled.
Do not neglect to care for the colt the first year, for a colt makes
one half its size the first twelve months of its life, and unless it
has good care the first year it will not develop later as it should.
With our climate and cheap feed we need not fear if we raise the
right kind and improve what we have. This horse will pay the
one that grows him.
CONTAGIOUS ABORTION.
K . W. Stouder.

Many terms are used in discussing this trouble, such as “slinking,” “casting," “losing,” “aborting,” etc., the idea being conveyed
that the young colt is cast out of the womb before it is fully developed and capable of separate existence.
CAUSES. Abortion may be brought about in many ways. The
principal causes probably are injuries to the mother from fighting,
falling, kicks from other animals, drinking excessively of very cold
water, exposure to severe or sudden changes in the weather, and
the eating of spoiled, frozen or mouldy foods, especially wheat or
rye, which contain ergot or smut. Improper hygienic surroundings also contribute, especially in stabling, breeding too young,
inbreeding, and severe constitutional diseases. The death of the
fœtus itself is at times responsible.
When any of the accidental or explainable causes cannot be
assigned to the case, contagious abortion is always to be suspected, for it is common in this State and easily spread from one
animal to another. The failure of many mares and cows to breed
may often be attributed to this trouble. The diseased animals are
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often able to infect those with which they associate, so it is readily
seen that the immediate loss of the young animal is not the only
loss sustained by a herd in which this disease may get a foothold.
It frequently results in many months of sterility or possible loss
of increase completely, as well as infection of new herds or animals replacing the old herd.
There can be no doubt of the fact that the disease is of germ
origin, or infectious, as we more properly say. The fact that it
spreads rapidly from one animal to another, and that, experimentally, it can be produced by the introduction of the discharge of an affected animal into the vagina of a pregnant animal
both conclusively prove this point.
The germs of the disease are found in the vagina and uterus of
affected animals and are passed out with the discharge from these
organs, therefore the membranes and discharges from a case of
abortion should always be buried, burned or thoroughly covered
with strong and efficient disinfectant.
This is one disease where it is obvious that prevention is worth
vastly more than an attempt to cure, mainly because the trouble
is as a rule not suspected to be present till it has occurred, therefore treatment is directed to those animals supposed or known to
be affected and the known exposed ones, applying those sanitary
measures necessary to check its spread.
Considerable experimental work has been done in attempting
to control the disease, and various methods have been more or less
successful in herds that were affected in a mild form. This Station
carried on a series of experiments by using locally, at various
periods of time, capsules filled with icthyol and other disinfectants;
also, giving salol internally. None of these methods proved as satisfactory in controlling the disease as the following:
TREATMENT. Burn the fœtus and membranes, together with
all litter soiled with the fluids. Clean out the barn and burn the
refuse. Whitewash the walls with sprag or brush with a solution
of corrosive sublimate, one ounce in eight gallons of water and
lime. Repeat this process often and get all drains and floors well
covered with the antiseptic fluids.
Separate aborting animals from those supposed not to be affected and keep them separate until they are entirely well. Wash
off the tail and surrounding parts of all animals with a solution of
creolin or phenol, two per cent in water, and irrigate the uterus
with a two per cent solution of phenol in water kept thoroughly
mixed. This is best performed by using a funnel and hose five or
six feet long, inserting one end in the uterus, and pouring the
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antiseptic solution into the funnel, allowing it to run in gradually.
Many animals, even those which have persistently refused to
breed, can be made profitable breeding animals again by the following method :
Boil and cool one quart of soft water. Add to it five drams of
pure crystals of phenol. Keep this solution in a well-corked, sterilized bottle, shaking it vigorously each time before using any of
it. Get a hypodermic syringe, similar to those used in vaccinating for blackleg, and treat the affected animals by injecting under
the skin about one to one and one-half ounces of this solution, putting one to two drams at different points of the body. Repeat every seven to ten days till about six treatments are given. After
about two treatments, increase the dose to all the animal will stand.
To do this, give one or two extra syringes full and wait a little
while, all the time watching the eyes. If the pupil dilates, enough
has been given. An overdose makes some animals quite sleepy,
or they stagger a, little, but these symptoms are not dangerous
and soon wear off. To give all the animal will stand without staggering is good practice after about the second treatment.
If faithfully followed, the above directions should rid any herd
of contagious abortion in a short time and place it in a profitable
condition from a breeder’s standpoint.
If any of the animals show signs of aborting at any time, give
two to four drams every day for a time and it will probably check
thetendency. To herds suspected of possible trouble, thoroughly
mix one pound of phenol with five pounds of salt, and give to each
animal a tablespoonful of the mixture in a bran mash every other
day for a week. This will probably prevent the threatened abortion.
Bulls which have served aborting cows can spread the disease,
so the sheath should be irrigated before and after each service,
the same as was directed for the irrigation of the vagina in the
female. The bulls should also be given the hypodermic treatment and should be isolated and kept from associating with herds
wherein the disease has not been found.
Some cows and mares have repeatedly failed to conceive after
service, and this condition is often due to an acidity of the fluids
of the uterus which prevents conception. This difficulty is best
overcome by soaking a cake of ordinary yeast in about a quart of
lukewarm water over night, keeping it at about body temperature
all the time; this solution should be strained through a clean muslin cloth and injected into the vagina of an animal a few hours
before service. It neutralizes the acids and overcomes the trouble
in many cases.
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HORSE BREEDING IN KANSAS.
J. T. Axtell. M. D., Newton, Kan.

I n Kansas, as well as in every other place, the first and most
important consideration is that of the ancestors of the foal. The
value of a horse is largely its usefulness. Beauty of form, style
and action have their market value only when combined with proper
disposition, size and soundness to make them useful.
Hundreds of mares are unfit to breed at all on account of size, balky
or nervous dispositions, or hereditary unsoundnesses. If such
mares m u s t be bred, let them raise mules and thus end their breeding. The very best mares are none too good, and are certainly t h e
most profitable, for breeding purposes. The purer her breeding,
the more uniform and valuable is the progeny.
Choosing the sire is, however, where most mistakes a r e made.
Line breeding, as a rule, is safest and best, for when you cross
breeds it is a lottery what you will get. The road horse and t h e
draft horse are so different in structure that one would better stick
t o one or the other, as a mixture is likely to be a misfit for either
place. There are exceptions, but they cannot be depended upon.
You are probably limited in choosing the dam, but in your choice
of a sire you have much greater range. Above all, choose a good
pure-bred sire. Remember the individual himself counts for only
one half-his family counts for the other half.
Horses do not breed what they a r e as individuals, but at least
half depends upon their ancestry. If one is large and another
small, the foals will vary in the same way. If one is a drafter and
one a trotter, the mixture will crop out in some of the offspring.
This is why grades will not do for sires. A certain grade may
be as good individually as a certain pure-bred sire, but from all
experience and from all laws of heredity he will not be so regular
nor so good a sire. Do not be fooled by one o r two of his get; half
of them may be good, but they are sure to be the exceptions. Outcroppings of his mixed ancestry a r e sure to appear.
The standard-bred horse cannot be said to be a fixed type. He
is bred for speed alone and his ancestors are of all shapes, sizes,
and colors; so his offspring is necessarily irregular in all these
things. A neighbor friend of mine raised seven foals from one
Standard mare and all from the same sire, but no two of the seven
were near enough alike to make a matched pair. They were of all
sizes, colors, and shapes; some were grey, some black, and some
sorrel. They simply followed the rule of heredity and represented their mixed ancestry.
I n our draft breeds this is different. Many of o u r breeds have
followed a certain line through so many generations of ancestors
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that were practically alike in size, shape, and disposition that the
offspring can be accurately depended upon. But this can never
be done except with pure-bred ancestry on both sides.
Another neighbor owning a well-bred Percheron mare, bred
her for a number of years to a registered Percheron of the same
color, and the mare and the foals were almost exact duplicates of
one another. It cannot be otherwise when the individuals a r e
alike and a long line of ancestry have all been the same.
More foals are lost from infection of the cord than from all other
causes together. The symptoms do not always point to the cord,
and the real cause of death is often not suspected. The foal when
a few days old begins to droop and lie around; the joints often
swell, and in a few days death takes place. The death was from
infection, but there is so little trouble apparent a t the cord that it
is often overlooked.
Prevention consists in having the foal come in a clean grass
paddock or on clean straw in a box stall, and especially in keeping
your finger nails off the cord until i t is dried. I n lifting the foal,
the hands under the abdomen come in contact with the freshly
torn cord, and finger nails are always full of poisonous germs.
Dusting the cord with borax and tying it up in absorbent cotton i s
a simple, safe way to care for it. The cord may be wrapped in t h e
pure absorbent cotton without being touched by the fingers a t all.
The small breeder who has use for his mares has a great advantage, as it is easy for the mare to earn her way and still raise a
foal. To this end the foal must early be taught to eat and be left
in a safe place with plenty of food while the mare is a t work.
When running with larger horses, a creep may be arranged f o r
foals to r u n under to a box of grain which the larger horses cannot reach. Young foals with plenty of exercise will not eat too
much and should be allowed all they will eat. They can take care
of a large amount of protein food and make good use of i t in producing bone and muscle. My experience is in favor of oats and
alfalfa meal, half and half by bulk and mixed in a box. Diluting
the grain with the ground alfalfa adds to its digestibility. Fed in
this way from ten days old, the foal may be weaned without any
interruption in its growth.
The first year in pasture is not enough to produce the best type
of horses. They should have grain as well as pasture. Raised in
this way the colts will have to be separated f r o m the fillies when
about one year old, but the colts may r u n together until nearly
two years old. At two years of age draft colts and fillies properly
raised may do light work with only benefit to themselves and thus
become self-supporting.
-3
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